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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to characterize the growth of one student’s mathematical
understanding and use of different representations about a geometric transformation, dilation.
We accomplished this purpose by using the Pirie-Kieren model jointly with the Semiotic
Representation Theory as a lens. Elif, a 10th- grade student, was purposefully chosen as the case
for this study because of the growth of mathematical understanding about dilation she exhibited
over time. Elif participated in task-based interviews before, during and after participating in a
variety of transformation lessons where she used multiple representations, including physical and
virtual manipulatives. The results revealed that Elif was able to progress in her mathematical
understanding from informal levels to the formal levels in the Pirie-Kieren model as she
performed treatments and conversions, movements involving different registers of
representations. The results also showed numerous examples of Elif’s mathematical
understanding based on folding back movements, complementary aspects of acting and
expressing, and interventions. Using the two theories together provides a powerful and holistic
approach to a deeper understanding of mathematical learning by characterizing and articulating
the growth of mathematical understanding and the way of mathematical thinking.
Keywords: dilation, mathematical understanding, multiple representations, Pirie-Kieren model,
semiotic representation theory
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Characterizing the Growth of One Student’s Mathematical Understanding in a Multirepresentational Learning Environment
An important idea in mathematics education is creating teaching and learning
environments that allow students to learn mathematics with understanding (Carpenter & Lehrer,
1999). The mathematics education community suggests that one way to provide learning
environments that support mathematical understanding is to promote the effective use of multiple
representations of mathematical ideas. Including multiple representations in instructional
environments to help students develop a deep understanding of mathematics has been highly
recommended in the literature (see Ainsworth, Bibby, & Wood, 1998; Gagatsis & Shiakalli,
2004; Kaput, 1998; Lesh, Post, & Behr 1987; Ng & Lee, 2009). The fundamental idea behind the
encouragement of dealing with multiple representations is that each representation emphasizes
some parts of the mathematical object by ignoring the others and students may develop a
stronger understanding of these objects by taking advantage of the knowledge each
representation offers (Ainsworth, 1999). In this way, students construct connections among
representations of a mathematical concept in order to gain the objectified/embodied and
generalized mathematical knowledge of that concept (Goldin, 1987; Hiebert, 1988).
However connecting multiple representations offered in mathematical learning
environments is not an easy task for students (Ainsworth, et al., 1998). Research emphasizes that
students only take advantage of the benefits of a multi-representational approach if they can
construct the links among different representations (Dreher & Knutze, 2015; Renkl, Berthold,
Große, & Schwonke, 2013). Teachers’ use of multiple representations during instruction are not
magic by itself; it is the students’ sense making and reasoning activities that is important while
they are studying mathematical tasks that involve different representations (Flores, Koontz, Inan,
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& Alagic, 2015). The aforementioned recent studies state that there is a need for greater
clarification on how a learning environment, enriched with multiple representations of related
concepts, can lead to students’ mathematical understanding. We focus on this issue by
characterizing one 10th-grade student’s growth of mathematical understanding about one of the
important geometric transformations, dilation, in an environment where multiple representations
were used to support growth.
Theoretical Framework
The Registers of Semiotic Representation
Duval’s theory of registers of semiotic representation highlights that there is no other way
to access mathematical objects than to use their semiotic representations (Duval, 2006). He
describes the role of semiotic representations in mathematical activity as “paramount” because
“mathematical processing always involves substituting some semiotic representation for another”
(Duval, 2006, pp. 106-107). According to the theory, one needs to interpret and deal with
semiotic representations of a mathematical object without confusing them with the object. A
large variety of semiotic representations is utilized in mathematical knowledge acquisition and
students are expected to use at least two semiotic representation systems in many mathematical
activities (Duval, 2006). For example, when students work on mathematical activities about
dilation, they have to engage with multiple representations of the object (verbal, geometric,
algebraic, etc.) produced by discursive, iconic, or symbolic systems. However, “multirepresentation is only an opaque juxtaposition for all those who have not yet become aware of
the specific way of thinking and working in mathematics” (Duval, 2017, p. 87). Students need
more than to encounter multiple representations in learning environments to sustain
mathematical thinking and develop mathematical understanding. It is the cognitive coordination
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of semiotic representations that one has to build among the different systems of representation
used in the mathematical activity (Duval, 2006; 2017).
According to the theory, a representation system is called a register of representation if it
allows a transformation of representations. There are two types of transformations of semiotic
representations: treatments and conversions. Treatments are transformations carried out in the
same register. For example, a treatment is performed when a student completes drawing the
dilation image of a triangle by using the visual effect of shrinking geometric figures and stays
within the register of geometric representations during the mathematical activity. Conversions
are transformations that consist of moving from one register into another. For example, when
students transform the geometric representation of a dilation into its algebraic representation by
using the related formula, they are dealing with the same object but are using two different
representation registers for it. Duval (2006) points out that the matter in mathematical activity is
“not representations but their transformation” (p. 107) and understanding of a mathematical
concept “involves the synergistic coordination of at least two registers of representation” (Duval,
2017, p. 89).
In this study, we wanted our students to study in discursive/verbal, geometric and
algebraic representation registers and additionally to engage with virtual and physical
manipulatives while doing mathematical activities about dilation. For the sake of clarity, we call
all of these objects representations of the same mathematical concept. We use the term
representation to refer to both “visible or tangible productions – such as diagrams, number lines,
graphs, arrangements of concrete objects or manipulatives, physical models, mathematical
expressions, formulas and equations, or depictions on the screen of a computer or calculator –
that encode, stand for, or embody mathematical ideas or relationships” and “a person’s mental or
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cognitive constructs, concepts, or configurations” for these ideas or relationships (Goldin, 2014,
p. 409). Our purpose was to examine one 10th-grade student’s growth of mathematical
understanding about dilation as she was engaging with multiple representations of the concept.
The Growth of Mathematical Understanding
We specifically chose the Pirie-Kieren theory to analyze one student’s mathematical
understanding of dilation based on this theory’s key characteristics and features. It is a growth
theory that helped us to analyze a continuous process rather than a situation theory that limited
mathematical understanding to instrumental/relational or conceptual/procedural knowledge
(Meel, 2003). Pirie and Kieren (1994) developed a theoretical model that characterizes
mathematical understanding as a “whole, dynamic, leveled but non-linear, transcendently
recursive process” in which knowledge structures are organized continuously (p. 166). The
diagram in Figure 1 shows the eight levels of the model as eight embedded circles that one
traverses during the growth of mathematical understanding. The model emphasizes that each
level contains all previous levels, and is embedded in all succeeding levels.

Figure 1. The Pirie-Kieren theoretical model of the growth of mathematical understanding.
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The circles in the Pirie-Kieren model represent the mathematical understanding levels.
Here we discuss the six levels that were included in our analysis (See Pirie & Kieren, 1994, for a
full discussion of all levels). Primitive Knowing consists of all existing knowledge that a student
previously brings to the learning environment except the knowledge of dilation. At the Image
Making level, students make distinctions in their previous knowledge and use it in new ways
through mental or physical actions. Students have a mental representation of the transformation
in the Image Having level. At the level of Property Noticing, students examine and note
distinctions or connections among images. Consciously reflecting on these properties, students
can make generalizations and develop formal mathematical ideas in the Formalising level. At the
Observing level, students think about their recent formal ideas and use them to create algorithms
or theorems based on these ideas.
In addition to the main levels in the Pirie-Kieren model, the theory has four characteristic
features: (a) folding back, (b) don’t need boundaries, (c) complementary aspects, and (d)
interventions. Folding back emphasizes the non-linear structure of the understanding process and
allows for continual movement back and forth through the levels of understanding. When
students come across a problem that they cannot solve with their existing understanding, they
may need to return to one of the inner circles to reconstruct or revise their understanding. The
don’t need boundaries is displayed as thicker lines between the levels which means that, if
students have some level of understanding at the outer levels of the boundaries, they may not
need to revert to understandings at the inner levels. The complementary aspects are acting and
expressing, and the growth of understanding needs acting then expressing with movements
between these aspects. At any level, acting is related to all previous understanding and maintains
the continuity of a particular level with inner levels. Expressing is directly related to the
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particular level and strengthens the student’s understanding of this level. Lastly, interventions are
both individual and environmental stimulants to student thinking. They may be (a) provocative,
(b) invocative or (c) validating. Mathematical understanding goes to a further level after a
provocative intervention and to an inner level after an invocative intervention. If understanding
stays the same, the stimulus is a validating intervention (Pirie & Kieren, 1994).
We trace, dynamically, the growth of one student’s (Elif, a pseudonym) mathematical
understanding by visualizing the student’s path of navigation among the levels in the PirieKieren model. A literature review by Martin (2008) states that the theory is widely used for
different questions regarding students’ understanding of different concepts, teacher education,
the role of interventions, questions, manipulatives, computer programs in learning environments
and collective understanding processes. The embedded circles model offers a practical way for
researchers and educators to examine how students’ mathematical understanding may grow over
time (Borgen, 2006; Martin, 2008; Warner, 2008). However, the Pirie-Kieren theory does not
provide researchers the theoretical background to examine the role of distinct representations in
learners’ cognitive processes as they progress through the understanding levels. To address this
issue, we focused on one student’s engagement with multiple representations and used the PirieKieren model as a means to explore and highlight the student’s mathematical understanding.
We hope to acquire a better and deeper understanding of the growth of mathematical
understanding process in multi-representational learning environments by using the two
perspectives together. Both of the theories provide different lenses that contributed to the
interpretation and analysis of the cognitive dimension of mathematical understanding. For
example, the theory of registers of semiotic representation sheds light on what students
comprehend from different representations of the same mathematical object and how they
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transform these representations as they are studying in different semiotic registers. On the other
hand, the Pirie-Kieren theory helps the researcher to trace the dynamic nature of the growth of
mathematical understanding about the mathematical object as students proceed from informal
levels to formal levels, describing how this trace is characterized with folding back movements,
complementary aspects of acting and expressing, and interventions. In mathematics learning
environments, students face multiple representations of concepts and they need to develop a
formal understanding of these concepts at the same time. As we articulate the role of multiple
representations in students’ mathematical progression over time in detail, we can design coherent
learning and instructional environments that promote mathematical growth.
The research question that guided this investigation was: How can we characterize Elif’s
growth of mathematical understanding about dilation that was constructed in a multirepresentational learning environment?
Dilation as a Geometric Transformation
The concept of geometric transformation (transformation henceforward) has a key role in
the study of high school geometry because students have a chance to understand important
mathematical concepts (e.g., function, vector, and symmetry) and realize connections between
mathematics and other disciplines while they are working with transformations (Hollebrands,
2003; Yanik, 2011). Students in high schools “should understand and represent translations,
reflections, rotations, and dilations of objects in the plane by using sketches, coordinates, vectors,
function notation, and matrices” and “use various representations to help understand the effects
of simple transformations and their compositions” (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2000, p. 397). Similarly in Turkey (where the data collection occurred), students in
high school should be able to understand and apply translations, rotations, reflections, dilations,
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and their composites in the plane (Ministry of National Education, 2010). Previous studies on
transformations have described several difficulties high school and college students face. These
difficulties include understanding the plane as both the domain and range, realizing the
difference between the parameters and the variables, distinguishing the daily life experience with
mathematical meaning, and comprehending the primitive concepts used to describe
transformations (Hollebrands, 2007; Yanik & Flores, 2009; Yanik, 2011). These studies
generally focus on instruction only with technological tools, such as Geometer’s Sketchpad, and
put forward the isometries: translations, rotations or reflections. In this study, we analyze the
growth of a 10th-grade student’s mathematical understandings about dilation, which was
supported with multiple representations including physical and virtual manipulatives. The
analysis was related to Pirie-Kieren theory by “looking at growing understanding as it is
happening” and “looking for relationships between less and more formal understanding actions”
(Pirie & Martin, 2000, p. 129). The theoretical model allowed researchers to observe and
illustrate the growth of one student’s mathematical understanding by means of non-linear
continuous movement between informal and formal levels of thinking (Martin, 2008). However,
we also needed to analyze what mathematical knowledge the student acquired as she progressed
in developing mathematical understanding. Therefore, the analysis used Duval’s theory of
registers of semiotic representation by looking at the “simultaneous and coordinated mobilization
of several registers” used by the student (Duval, 2017, p.83). Examining the student’s treatments
and conversions, in the context of her mathematical activities, allowed the researchers to
characterize the acquisition of the mathematical concepts as the student moved between the
levels of mathematical understanding. By integrating the use of these two theories, researchers
had a more effective analysis tool to trace the development of mathematical knowledge in the
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continuum of mathematical understanding. Moreover, dilation is a core concept for
understanding the notion of similarity in geometry. This paper provides detailed information
about how one student constructed the meaning of dilation and contributes to the current
literature by extending our understanding of how students learn about transformations.
Methods
The case study reported in this paper was part of a larger data set from the first author’s
dissertation (Gulkilik, 2013) examining students’ growth of mathematical understanding about
transformations.
Participant
Elif, a 10th- grade student, was purposefully chosen as the case for this study because of
the growth of mathematical understanding about dilation she exhibited over time. She was
identified from among 32 tenth-grade students in Ms. Yilmaz’s (a pseudonym) geometry class.
Elif demonstrated knowledge growth from Primitive Knowing level to Observing level (in the
Pirie-Kieren model), she used multiple representations including physical and virtual
manipulatives, and she was reflective when learning new information. Students encounter the
concept of dilation for the first time during high school in Turkey. Therefore, choosing Elif’s
exploration of the concept allowed us to identify many examples from her experiences across the
informal to formal levels of the Pirie-Kieren model.
Data Collection
The beginning to end of data collection occurred during a six-month period and included
a pretest, lesson observations, weekly interviews, a posttest, and a delayed posttest.
Pretest with follow-up interview. Elif completed a pretest with 26 mathematical tasks
about translation, rotation, reflection, and dilation and an interview with the researcher (first
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author) to discuss her responses on the pretest. The researcher interviewed Elif about the tasks in
the assessment to determine Elif’s primitive knowing. Elif was asked to explain what she knew
about dilation; to clarify her explanations by using examples, visual drawings, formulas or
notations; and to deal with tasks including different representations of dilation. A video camera
was positioned to Elif’s side to capture all of her actions and verbalizations during all of the
interviews conducted in the study.
Lesson observations. Over a five-week period, Elif participated in eight lessons on
transformation: translation, rotation, reflection, and dilation (with two lessons each) in Ms.
Yilmaz’s geometry class. The researcher designed these lessons with Ms. Yilmaz by exchanging
ideas about supporting students’ growth of mathematical understanding by means of multiple
representations of transformations. Dilation lessons in Ms. Yilmaz’s class are presented below.
The researcher observed Elif while she was participating in the lessons and took field notes about
Elif’s observations and verbalizations.
Weekly interviews. The researcher conducted weekly task-based interviews (Goldin,
2000) with Elif after each transformation lesson, because Borgen and Manu (2002) suggest that
understanding continues to grow after classroom lessons. In this vein, the first three weekly
interviews focused on Elif’s understanding about translation, rotation and reflection whereas the
fourth interview focused on Elif’s understanding about dilation. Therefore, we will refer to the
weekly interview about dilation through the paper. At the beginning of the interview, Elif was
asked to provide descriptions for the transformation, then give examples and non-examples and
clarify properties of the transformation. There were interview tasks and questions of increasing
cognitive demand and abstraction asking Elif to use verbal, visual and algebraic representations
(see Table 1). The interview was designed to see how Elif’s mathematical understanding was
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growing and to continue to promote understanding growth after the lessons. During the interview,
the researcher asked dilation questions using verbal, geometric and algebraic representations. The
researcher prompted Elif to answer by using representations (e.g., Can you solve it with any visual
item? Can you express what the mathematical formula means?). The prompts were used to
encourage Elif to translate among multiple representations. During the interviews, materials were
available including paper, pencil, physical manipulatives and virtual manipulatives. The
interviews lasted 50-60 minutes.
Table 1
Samples of Transformation Tasks in the Interviews
Task Type
Verbal Representation Task

Geometric Representation Task

Algebraic Representation Task

Relevant Task
What do you think would happen to the image of the triangle ABC
if you changed the center point or scale factor?
Look at the image. Figure 2 is
the image of figure 1 under a
dilation. Could you find the
center and the scale factor of the
dilation?

𝐻(𝑀,𝑘) : 𝑅 2 → 𝑅 2 , 𝑀 = (1, 1), 𝑃 = (2,5), and 𝑘 = 3 is given. Can
you find the image of the point 𝑃 under the dilation with the center
point at 𝑀 and the scale factor of 3?

Posttest and delayed posttest with follow-up interviews. The same assessment was
used as a pretest, posttest and delayed posttest. Elif completed the posttest and the researcher
interviewed Elif to discuss her responses on the posttest. After 16 weeks Elif, who was then in
11th grade, completed a delayed posttest and the researcher interviewed Elif about her responses
on the delayed posttest. Because the pre, post, and delayed posttest had tasks for the four
transformations, Elif solved the tasks before the interview, and the researcher asked questions
about her solutions during the interview (approximately 30 minutes).
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Instructional Materials
During the lessons in which Elif participated, the teacher used physical and virtual
manipulatives in addition to verbal, geometric, and algebraic representations. The physical
manipulatives were designed with preservice mathematics teachers at a university under the
guidance of two mathematics education professors (See Figures 2.a. and 2.b.).

2.a. Pantograph is a dynamic material based on
parallelograms. Students drew figures with a
pen so the other pen traced the identical
movements of this pen and produced stretched
or shrunken copies of the same figure. By this
way, they were able to see different properties
of dilation.

2.b. This dynamic material was composed from a
piece of smooth batten, three proportioned and
notched wooden sticks, and colored rubber bands.
Students were able to manipulate the rubber bands
among the notches to observe the relationships
between the center point (P) and the similar
triangles.

2.c. This manipulative was provided from
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
(NLVM) website. Students drag the slider to
shrink or expand the image to see if the shape
stayed the same or not. They rotate the shape
with the black border, drag the black point or
move the slider to see what happens to the
shapes.

2.d. This manipulative was provided from NLVM
website. Students moved the black point and the
slider to match the image of the shape with the
white shape.

Figure 2. Examples of physical and virtual manipulatives used during the study.
Ms. Yilmaz began the dilation lesson with the well-known maquette of two Turkish
buildings so that students used manipulatives first, before/with verbal or geometric
representations to construct a meaningful image and notice important properties of the concept.
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This was important because research on teachers’ practices with representations shows that they
use algebraic representations predominantly without giving attention to other representations
(Moon, Brenner, Jacob, & Okamoto, 2013). Ms. Yilmaz presented the physical manipulative
(see Figure 2.b) and asked students to share their ideas about its properties. The purpose for this
activity was to encourage students to realize the relationships between the center of the dilation
and the distance between the original and the image point. Next, Ms. Yilmaz introduced a virtual
manipulative for the dilation and wanted students to use it to observe different dilation samples
of a geometric figure.
Students then used virtual manipulatives to draw different figures on the plane and dilate
one of them with a center point and a scale factor. When students dilated one of the figures, all of
the other figures were also dilated by the same factor. Ms. Yilmaz stated that a dilation
transformed all points of the plane, not only the points on the figure that was dilated. She wanted
students to use a different manipulative to explore which properties stayed invariant under a
dilation. Ms. Yilmaz guided a whole class discussion of students’ applications in which students
observed the differences between the original and image figures in terms of the distance, angle
measures, parallelism and orientation on the pantograph (see Figure 2.a) and a virtual
manipulative. She wanted students to use the virtual manipulative to find the image of a
geometric figure under a dilation with different center points and scale factors. She expected
students to understand the differences when the center point and the scale factor were changed.
Ms. Yilmaz gave the mathematical definition of dilation as a one-to-one correspondence
and introduced the algebraic representation of dilation after the other representational activities.
She wrote 𝐻(𝑀,𝑘) : 𝐼𝑅 2 → 𝐼𝑅 2 on the board and stated that 𝑀 was a point on the plane and 𝑘 was
a real number. She continued by defining that the image of the point 𝑃 was denoted by the point
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𝑃′ and students could determine the point by using the 𝐻(𝑀,𝑘) (𝑃) = 𝑃′ = 𝑀 + 𝑘 (𝑃 − 𝑀)
formula. She explicated the mathematical notations by connecting them with the previous
manipulative applications in a whole class discussion. Afterwards, students were engaged in
dilation exercises in which the teacher used GeoGebra and encouraged students to connect the
verbal, geometric, and algebraic representations of dilation.
Data Analysis
We conducted a qualitative analysis of Elif’s pretest with interview, lesson observations,
weekly interviews, posttest with interview, and delayed posttest with interview. First, we
examined the data through the lens of the Pirie-Kieren model to find evidence that helped us to
determine the levels of mathematical understanding exhibited by Elif. We used concept-specific
descriptors for identifying levels of Elif’s conceptual growth during these examinations. Table 2
summarizes the descriptors used during data coding. We also identified evidence of folding back
movements, acting and expressing activities, and interventions that occurred during the
interviews and the lessons. The second step in the analysis included describing the
representations Elif used as she was traversing the Pirie-Kieren levels during the interviews. For
the representation analysis, we first examined what representations Elif used in mathematical
activities as she processed her mathematical understanding. We classified these representations
as verbal, geometric, and algebraic representations, and physical and virtual manipulatives. Next,
we determined the treatments and conversions Elif accomplished during representational
engagement. Table 3 shows several sample transformations that we identified during the
analysis.
We then categorized Elif’s engagement with different representations by type of
representation used, and by how the representation was used at the Pirie-Kieren understanding
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Table 2
Samples of Concept-Specific Descriptors in the Pirie-Kieren Understanding Levels
Understanding Level
Primitive Knowing
Image Making

Image Having
Property Noticing

Formalising
Observing

Samples of Concept-Specific Descriptors
Stretching or shrinking a given geometric figure in the plane
Understanding isometries
Making a connection between a real world example and dilation
Observing what happens to a geometric figure as it moves away from the
dilation center
Recognizing dilation by the changes in the figure
Conceiving dilation as a motion that resizes geometric figures
Applying different dilations to same points in the plane to observe how
the coordinates are affected by each of the scale factors
Applying a dilation and examine how the size of corresponding line
segments change
Explaining the effect of a change in the parameters of the given dilation
Using a mathematical formula to find the image of a dilated point
Understanding the idea that they apply dilations to all points in the plane
Expressing that angle measures or collinearity is preserved under
a dilation
Stating that distance is not preserved under a dilation
Explaining that a triangle and its’ dilated image are always similar

Table 3
Sample Treatments and Conversions from the Data
Transformation Type
Conversion from a verbal to an
algebraic representation
Treatment within the
geometrical representation
system
Conversion from an algebraic
to a geometric representation

Treatment within the algebraic
representation system
Conversion from a geometric
to a verbal representation
Treatment within the verbal
representation system

Sample evidence
Translating a verbal statement about the relationship between the size
of corresponding sides of preimage and image into an algebraic
equation.
Transforming the paper-pencil drawings of two similar triangles into
a virtual manipulative to show the angle measures are preserved
under a dilation
Finding the dilation center by using the algebraic expressions in the
given formula and converting the each expression into a geometrical
depiction using the drawings of geometric figures and coordinated
axes.
Transforming an algebraic equation into a convenient form while
using the related mathematical formula to find the coordinates of
vertices of a triangle under a dilation.
Identifying or describing a dilation as enlarging or reducing different
images proportionally after working on the drawn geometric figure
and its image
Transforming a verbal statement into a similar one while articulating
that reducing a figure means the scale factor is less than 1.
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levels. For example, when Elif was working at the Property Noticing level and needed to go back
to the Image Making level to revise her images about the transformation by using a manipulative,
the statement was coded as using manipulatives to fold back. Using the Pirie-Kieren model as an
analysis tool allowed us to see how Elif’s understanding about dilation progressed over time. As
a way to visualize Elif’s growth, we developed a graphic interpretation of what we hypothesized
was occurring with Elif from the beginning to the end of the six-month time period of data
collection. To ensure reliability, we used triangulation to confirm multiple sources of evidence of
Elif’s understanding.
Results
The results are organized to present our interpretation of Elif’s mathematical
understanding about dilation. Based on the data from Elif’s interactions with the topic of dilation,
we identified Elif’s Pirie-Kieren levels and use of representations during each of her
mathematical interactions using multiple data sources. As a way to provide a basic summary of
Elif’s Pirie-Kieren levels and use of representations with the topic of dilation, we created the
visual model in Figure 31. The visual model includes levels from the Pirie-Kieren model and the
three representation systems (verbal, geometric, and algebraic) Elif used or was asked to use
during the interviews and lessons. The dashed lines represent transitions between the interviews
and lessons. The numbers in Figure 3 represent the order Elif was engaged in each individual
activity. The abbreviations below to the numbers indicate the type of representation that Elif
used during the activity. By this, we were able to show the treatments and conversions she

1

We are aware that researchers usually use recognized circular models to map growth of understanding. Based on the
Pirie-Kieren theory, Towers (1998) developed a tabular framework to look at students’ understanding progress in
specific periods of time. Similarly, we use a graphical model of the theory to represent Elif’s growth of understanding
for its capacity for a second “axis” that enabled us to display the student’s engagement with different representations.
We recognize the key notion of the levels being recursively embedded in each other and the growth of understanding
is nonlinear when doing this.
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accomplished during the mathematical activities in levels. For example, during the weekly
interview Elif was asked to study a geometric representation system (a geometric
representational task was proposed). The related row in the figure shows that she worked with
algebraic representations during the mathematical activity that is required (20AR). She
performed conversions in translating the geometric statement about the properties of dilation into
an algebraic equation. In the sections below, we present examples from the data to support our
interpretation and placement of Elif at each level on the visual model in Figure 3.
In Figure 3, we recorded Elif’s understanding of dilation during the pretest interview at
the Pirie-Kieren Primitive Knowing level. Based on multiple sources of data from the interviews
and observations, we recorded that Elif’s understanding progressed to the Observing level during
the weekly interview. Also in the figure, we recorded that Elif’s pretest interview began with
geometric representations and the use of this representation continued during the lesson, and
included the use of physical and virtual manipulatives. During the weekly interview, we can see
that Elif began by using the virtual manipulative and progressed to using geometric and algebraic
representations. Later in the posttest and delayed posttest, Elif primarily used geometric and
algebraic representations as she worked most of the time at the Formalising level.
In the sections below, we provide specific examples and excerpts from Elif’s experiences
with dilation rather than reporting every activity that occurred during the pretest interview,
lesson observation, weekly interview, posttest interview, and delayed posttest interview. Because
mathematical understanding is “the embodiment of all physical, mental, verbal, and written acts”
(Thom & Pirie, 2006, p.186), we use selected pieces from Elif’s activities to focus on key growth
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Figure 3. A visual model of Elif’s growth of mathematical understanding about dilation and use of representations (PM: Physical
Manipulative, VM: Virtual Manipulative, VR: Verbal Representation, GR: Geometric Representation, AR: Algebraic Representation).
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points that occurred during the process. In the text, the numbers in parentheses align with the
numbers in Figure 3 to help the reader to follow our interpretation of Elif’s Pirie-Kieren level
and her use of representations.
Primitive Knowing to the Extent Identified during the Pretest Interview
As Thom and Pirie (2006) declare, we cannot entirely say what a student’s Primitive
Knowing about dilation is because it includes every formal and informal mathematics concept
that s/he knows with the exception of knowledge of dilation. That is the reason we use the phrase
“to the extent identified.” The only way to interpret Primitive Knowing is to look at “one’s
physical, verbal, and written actions” (p. 188). Therefore, we focused on Elif‘s writings,
verbalizations and use of different representations to report her knowledge growth.
Students should have the initial capability of stretching or shrinking a given image on a
plane as a precursor to understanding dilation. One geometric representation pretest question
focused on asking Elif to resize a figure on the Cartesian plane and find the area of the new
shape. Elif stated that because “the figure was scaled down by half, the area would be reduced by
half” without shrinking the figure visually or providing a justification (1VR). However, in
another geometric representational task, in which a square and its image were given and she was
asked about the transformation, Elif stated that, “The original square was enlarged 3 times after it
was translated 4 units right and 2 units up” (2VR) (see Figure 4). Since this was Elif’s first
exposure to the concept of dilation, her primitive knowing included enlarging or reducing
different images proportionally and previously developed understanding of translation. She
performed transformations within the geometric register system by using her spatial perception
and the knowing of translation. Then, she performed conversions in translating the geometric
statement into a discursive one.
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Figure 4. The visual representations Elif drew to identify the transformation.
Image Making and Property Noticing in the Dilation Lessons
Because Elif encountered dilation for the first time in tenth grade, many critical aspects
of Elif's understanding about the concept occurred during the two dilation lessons. In this
section, we present classroom data, which was gathered during Ms. Yilmaz’s whole class
discussions, and focusing on excerpts from Elif’s participation in the discussions. As the
examples will show, Elif engaged in activities that provided opportunities to learn in the Image
Making and Property Noticing levels of the Pirie-Kieren model during the lesson. The first
example below presents an episode from a lesson where Elif constructed an idea to make an
image of the dilation. In the episode, Ms. Yilmaz used the pictures and maquettes of well-known
Turkish buildings and provided a physical manipulative (3PM-VR)2.
Ms. Yilmaz: Ok, let’s look at this picture (pointing to the picture on computer). Is there
anyone who does not know where it is?
Students3:

It is Mevlana Museum.

Ms. Yilmaz: Yes, now look at this maquette (showing the maquette of the museum). Let
me show another one. This picture is the historical building of Ziraat Bank

Because a geometrical figure “always associates both discursive and visual representations” (Duval, 2006; p. 108),
we added the abbreviation VR for mathematical activities that Elif studied or was asked to study with geometric
figures on manipulatives.
3
When Elif joined the classroom discourse with any other students, we used the term students.
2
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(showing another building picture on the computer). And here is the
maquette of this bank building. In both examples, I want you to think about
the original buildings and their maquettes. What can you say about them?
Students:

They are all reduced in a certain proportion.

Ms. Yilmaz: A proportion, ok. Can you give me similar daily life examples?
A student:

Maps.

Ms. Yilmaz: Maps, very good. The measurements of the shapes on the earth are scaled
down by scaling on maps.
Elif:

What about shoes? 36, 42…

Ms. Yilmaz: Shoes? Yes, it is the same shape but there are different shoe sizes, 36, 42,
43. Now, I want to show you a tool (holding the physical manipulative in
Figure 2.b). There is a central point, point P here and there are some lines
coming from this point. The triangles on these lines, you see? What happens
to the triangles as they move away from point P?
Elif:

They are getting bigger.

In the episode, Ms. Yilmaz wanted students to get an idea about dilation as enlargement
or reduction. Ms. Yilmaz used pictures, maquettes and a physical manipulative as instructional
representations and she wanted students to express their ideas verbally. Elif’s verbal response
showed that she was trying to construct an image while she was asking if shoes of different sizes
were an example of dilation or not (4). When she said, “They are getting bigger,” Elif’s
understanding growth continued by seeing the dilation as “undefined motions of a single object”
(5) (Yanik & Flores, 2009, p. 41).
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Next, Ms. Yilmaz used several virtual manipulatives to help students to make an image
about dilation (6VM). As Elif reviewed different examples on the virtual manipulatives she made
connections between them. The dialogue below occurred during these activities (7PM-VR,
8VM-VR).
Ms. Yilmaz: Do the triangles get bigger randomly? Let’s look at the side lengths. These
sides (showing the line segments between point P and the corner points of
triangles). What are the lengths?
Students:

30, 45 and 60 cm.

Ms. Yilmaz: How are the lengths going?
Elif:

There is a relation between them. They go 15, 15 cms. I mean the length is
one and a half times the previous one. It is 30, then the second one is 45,
the third one is 60 cm from the point P.

Ms. Yilmaz: Hmm. One and a half times the previous one. Then, we can say the triangle
is getting bigger but it is not random. They are getting bigger in a certain
proportion, right? I want you to focus on the first and the third triangle
(sliding the second rubber band to the third notch). Look at the distances
(showing the distance between point P and the corner points, see Figure 5.a).
Elif:

This time they are 30 and 60. Two times.

Ms. Yilmaz: Now, I wonder if we can talk about the same proportion between the side
lengths of triangles. Let’s look at a different example. I want you to open
this manipulative on your computer (See Figure 5.b). You see the point C.
We can say the distance between the point C and S is three units. Tell me
the distance between the point C and 𝑆’?
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9 units.

Ms. Yilmaz: 9 units, ok. Look for the distances for the points P, Q, R and their images.
What can you tell me? Also the side lengths of the triangles. Let’s compare
them.
Students:

The distance is three times bigger.

Ms. Yilmaz: Yes. When the points are moving away from the center point in a certain
proportion the sides get bigger in the same proportion and they also look
like they are moving away from the center. Now let me think any point on
the green part, if I want you to take this point to dilate? This point and the
corresponding point on the blue part…
Students:

It will be the same. There is a 1/3 rate.

5.a. Ms. Yilmaz showing the property on the
physical manipulative

5.b. Ms. Yilmaz showing the property on
the virtual manipulative

Figure 5. Manipulatives Ms. Yilmaz used to make students to notice properties.
Elif seemed to notice the relationship between the center of the dilation and the distance
between the original and the image point. Ms. Yilmaz wanted students to realize that the
enlargement was not random, but rather according to a center point and a scale factor. She
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wanted students to notice that the same proportion was valid for the lengths of a triangle and its
dilated image. Here, Elif’s verbalization (with students) showed she was at the Property Noticing
level, showing an understanding of the effect of a dilation to several distinct points (of a
geometric figure) in the plane. She noticed that there was a relationship between the length of
line segments joining the dilation center and vertices of triangles and this relationship was valid
for the side lengths of triangles. Ms. Yilmaz wanted students to make connections between the
physical and virtual manipulatives in which the emphasis was on the points rather than the
figures. These connections seemed to help Elif to make movements both within and between
different (geometric and discursive) representation systems. Duval (2017) characterizes these
movements, including different registers of representations, as the “key feature of mathematical
work” (p. 31).
In the next episode, Ms. Yilmaz wanted students to notice the parameters of a dilation.
Here Elif used a different virtual manipulative and her verbalizations and manipulations on the
geometric representation offered by the virtual manipulative showed evidence of the Property
Noticing level (9VM-VR).
Ms. Yilmaz: You see, there is a point in the plane. We have two figures. If you move the
dilated one, what happens?
Students:

The small one is moving, too.

Ms. Yilmaz: What do you think? What is it doing?
Elif:

It preserves the proportion. I mean the distance.

Ms. Yilmaz: Hmm, then let’s drag this black slider to change the proportion. What
happens?
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They overlap when it is 1. The figure becomes the half when it is 0.5. The
figure is getting bigger when it is bigger than 1.

Ms. Yilmaz: Hmm, okay. Let’s focus on the distance between the center and the points at
the same time. What happens to the distance when the proportion is 1,
bigger than 1 and smaller than 1?
Elif:

The points are getting closer to the center and the figure is reducing when it
is smaller than 1. But the points are moving away from the center and the
figure is enlarging when it is bigger than 1.

In these lesson episodes, we see Elif looking at different images and trying to connect
them to develop context-specific properties (Pirie & Kieren, 1994). In both excerpts, she seemed
to understand dilation as a “defined motion of a single concept” (Yanik & Flores, 2009; p, 42) by
constructing relations within and between geometric and verbal representations with the help of
manipulatives. Ms. Yilmaz continued the lesson by discussing the mathematical formula for
dilation and practiced the formula with different examples while she was using the
corresponding geometric representations on GeoGebra (10AR-12GR).
Treatments and Conversions at the Formalising Level in the Weekly Interview
The weekly interview, which occurred after Elif participated in the classroom lessons on
dilation, appears in the third row of Figure 3. During the weekly interview, Elif used different
representations in folding back movements (which are shown visually in the back and forth
movements between the levels in Figure 3), formal observations and linking representations.
Elif’s weekly interview began with a verbal task that asked her to give an example and a
non-example of dilation. She preferred to begin by expressing some properties of the
transformation on a special dilation example that she drew using a virtual manipulative (13VM-
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VR). Elif continued to study on the same virtual manipulative when she was asked to give a nonexample of dilation (14VM-VR):
Elif:

Reflection, rotation… Translation.

Interviewer: Why can’t these transformations be a dilation?
Elif:

They can’t because dilation shrinks or expands the objects in a certain
proportion but translation is not like that. It only changes the place. Rotation
also similar, reflection, too.

Interviewer: Ok, but what about a dilation with the scale factor of 1?
Elif:

If the scale factor was 1, then triangles would be congruent (showing a
previous dilation on virtual manipulative, see Figure 6). The object would
not move. If the scale factor was smaller than 1 [the image] would come
close to [preimage], if it is bigger than 1, [the image] is going far from the
[preimage], if it is just 1, it will stay in place. It would not be a translation.

Interviewer: Then, what about a rotation? If we rotated a figure 360 degrees?
Elif:

At this case it would be dilation with a scale factor 1. Then, we cannot say
that a rotation cannot be a dilation … However, a reflection cannot be a
dilation because when we reflect an object over something, it flips both the
place and display of the figure changes.

In this episode, Elif made a folding back movement to the Property Noticing level and
used translation, rotation and reflection to strengthen her understanding of dilation by comparing
the properties of these transformations. She identified the main difference between these
transformations as the change of sizes by focusing on one of the parameters of a dilation, and the
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Figure 6. The example of dilation Elif drew using the virtual manipulative.

scale factor, which is crucial for understanding the concept of transformation (Hollebrands,
2003). Elif seemed to describe dilation as a motion performed on a figure rather than on a plane.
The virtual manipulative was playing the role of a validating intervention (Pirie & Kieren, 1994)
that helped her to express her ideas while she was engaging in transformations within the
geometric representation system including different properties of isometries and dilation.
Next, Elif verbalized formal ideas about the relationship between dilation, center, and the
scale factor while she used a virtual manipulative to clarify what she understood from a dilated
image of a figure in plane (15VM-VR). Elif’s mathematical understanding was observed to
proceed to the Observing level while she was explaining the relationship between the preimage
and the image of a figure on a virtual manipulative (16VM-VR). She said, “Because the angles,
the direction of angles were the same and the sides of the image were twice the sides of the
original triangle, two triangles were similar”. Understanding the properties that are invariant
under a transformation is important to understand transformations as functions (Hollebrands,
2003). Elif’s expressions included the invariance of angle measurements, the direction of angles,
and collinearity that helped her to construct the concept of similarity using transformations. She
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was able to make some formal observations based on her understanding by stating a theorem-like
idea (Thom & Pirie, 2006) about dilation.
Later in the interview, Elif was given a figure and asked to find the center and the scale
factor of the dilation. She stated the following explanation while she was performing the
conversion from a geometric representation into a discursive one (19VR) (see Figure 7):
Figure 2 is the image of figure 1 under a dilation. The figure is reduced, that means the
scale factor will be less than 1. I will directly look at this side of this figure [showing the
distance between (−2,2) and (−2,4) on the image], it is 2 units and here [showing the
distance between (1,2) and (1,3) on the preimage] it is 1 unit. Then, the scale factor of
the dilation is 1/2. The center must be half of this [marking the corresponding points of
the image and preimage as 𝐴′ and 𝐴 and showing these points’ distance from the center,
respectively]. I think (4,2) is the center. Let me check, yes, this distance is √10 [showing
the distance between (1,3) and (4,2)) and this distance is √40 which means 2√10
[showing the distance between (−2,4) and (4,2)].

Figure 7. The representation Elif used during the geometric representation task.

Some elements that show Elif at the Formalising level are when she expressed
collinearity and orientation (with lettering) while she was marking the point A and A’, and when
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she ensured that the figures were lying on a single line. She recognized that the distance was not
preserved; in fact, it was changed in relation to the scale factor. Elif’s explanation, when she was
asked to reanswer the question using an algebraic representation, demonstrated that she could
accomplish the transformation from the geometric to algebraic representation system (20AR)
(see Figure 8). Geometric figures were given as the “starting register” in this task (Duval, 2006,
p. 112) and Elif was asked to carry out the conversion of the geometric figures to equations by
using the visual/graphical content of the figures and the symbolic/notational content of the
equations. She generalized the context-related properties that she noticed at previous PirieKieren levels and no longer needed to rely on them. Instead, she could rely on the rules she
formulated.

Figure 8. The formal/notational representations Elif used during the interview

The next part of the weekly interview included an algebraic representation task to
determine if Elif understood the algebraic representation of dilation. She was given 𝑃 (2, −1)
and the center at (1,1) and the scale factor of 3 and was asked to find the 𝐻(𝑃) = 𝑀 + 𝑘(𝑃 − 𝑀)
where 𝐻: 𝑅 2 → 𝑅 2. She expressed that the question was “asking her the image of point P”
(21VR). Her understanding was observed in the Formalising level while she was making some
calculations using algebraic representations. She stayed in this level while she was reanswering
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the question using the virtual manipulative (22VM-VR). She expressed her formalizations by
connecting the geometric and algebraic representations together when she said that “𝑃 − 𝑀 was
the distance between the original point and the center” while she was showing the length of |𝑃𝑀|
on the manipulative.
Expressing Formalized Knowledge in the Post and Delayed Posttest Interview
Elif’s posttest interview, conducted after all of the transformations lessons, appears in the
fourth row of Figure 3. Because the weekly interview and the posttest interview of dilation were
conducted in consecutive weeks, Elif’s work did not show a significant conceptual transition.
She described dilation by saying that it was “reducing or enlarging an object with a 𝑘 scale factor
in proportion to the object’s distance to a center point” showing that she still maintained a formal
understanding of the concept. In her writings, we can see that verbal, algebraic, and geometric
representations of dilation were activated and connected together (23AR-GR) (see Figure 9 that
translates Elif’s writings from Turkish to English). This capability, which includes the
simultaneous cognitive coordination of several registers of representations, is crucial for students
to understand mathematics and solve problems (Duval, 2006, 2017).

Figure 9. Elif’s symbolic and geometric representations of dilation.

The delayed posttest interview, conducted 16 weeks after the posttest interview, is the
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final section in Figure 3. During the delayed posttest interview, Elif used similar representations
as those she had used during the posttest interview (24GR-AR). In a task where the researcher
gave Elif two similar squares and asked her to find the dilation center and scale factor, Elif could
find the center by using the mathematical formula. The following dialogue occurred between Elif
and the researcher while she was validating her formalized knowledge (25AR) (see Figure 10):
Elif:

If we say that 1 unit [points the one side of the preimage], that one will be 3
units [points the corresponding side of the image]. Then, it is a dilation with
a scale factor of 3. I could not find the center.

Interviewer: What do you remember about the center?
Elif:

Actually, I could use the rule. Was it 𝑃 − 𝑀? Oh, it was 𝑀 + 𝑘 (𝑃 − 𝑀), I
wrote it here [shows the formula that she wrote in a previous task]. Let me
take the point P as (2,2), and than the point 𝑃′ as (4,4). I would write the
center as 𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦). 𝑘 was 3, then [makes the calculations] the center is (1,1).

Interviewer: Is it really (1,1)? Can you look at your drawings?
Elif:

1 unit [shows the distance between (1,1) and (2,2)] and this one is 3 units
[shows the distance between (1,1) and (4,4)], then it is right. (1,1) is the
center.

Figure 10. The drawings Elif used while she was trying to remember how to find the center
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Elif did remember the mathematical formula, the formal statement that she constructed
about finding the center of a dilation. When the interviewer asked her to check the result by
looking at the geometric representation, Elif performed a conversion from the algebraic
representation to the geometric one by showing the ratio of distances between the corresponding
points and the center was 3, the same as the scale factor. This time the geometric representation
played the role of a validating intervention for her mathematical understanding to make
expressing activities in the present level. At the end of the interview, she stated applications that
she did with physical and virtual manipulatives helped her to remember the transformation and
she could keep in mind the properties of transformation with the help of these applications.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to characterize the growth of one student’s mathematical
understanding and use of different representations about dilation. Here we discuss the results as
they relate to the use of the Pirie-Kieren model and the Semiotic Representation Theory as a
lens.
The Pirie-Kieren Model as an Analytic Tool
In this study, we examined Elif’s actions and verbalizations through the lens of the PirieKieren levels to characterize how her mathematical understanding changed over time. As the
examples provided showed, Elif began with limited primitive knowing of dilation and she
reached to the Observing level by spending a substantial amount of time and effort in the
intermediate levels. Through our analysis, Elif began to work in the discursive representation
system and needed (or was asked) to accomplish treatments and conversions in the geometric
representation systems in her Image Making and Property Noticing levels of mathematical
understanding. Most of the time, Elif overcame the difficulty to perform these transformations
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with the help of virtual and physical manipulatives. For example, during the lessons she used
manipulatives to perform conversions between geometric and discursive representations so that
she could make an image about dilation and the motion of the figures in the plane (3PM-VR and
6VM-VR). She examined the properties of dilation and had an understanding of dilation as a
defined motion of a geometric figure in the plane by making transformations within the
geometric representation system with the help of the virtual manipulatives (8VM-VR and 9VMVR). This implies that teachers should encourage students to make treatments within discursive
and geometric representation systems and accomplish conversions between them in their Image
Making and Property Noticing levels. This seemed to facilitate the process of constructing a
robust and powerful image about the concept and noticing the mathematically relevant and
significant properties of that concept. Jones (2010) states that high school teachers hesitate to use
manipulatives because they believe that students in these grades should work with symbolic and
abstract representations only. We recommend that teachers use manipulatives by combining
them in order to help high school students connect the represented mathematical objects with the
content of symbolic/algebraic and geometric representations. In a similar study, Faggiano,
Montone, and Mariotti (2018) combined the use of a digital artefact (Dynamic Geometry
Environment) and a manipulative (a sheet of paper and pin) while teaching fourth-grade students
to understand the notion of axial symmetry and its properties. They concluded that such a
combination, with an intentional and explicit presentation, provided benefits for students in
constructing mathematical meaning.
The mapping of her understanding showed that she passed the first don’t need boundary
after the lessons, which made us think that she developed a mathematically proper concept image
(Tall & Vinner, 1981) about dilation. We hypothesize that exploring the concept of dilation with
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many different types of representations played a critical role in preserving Elif’s understanding at
the Formalising level during the post and delayed posttest interview. In general, Elif did not need
to fold back to previous levels because she had developed an understanding at the Formalising
level with the help of the connected representations by treatments and conversions (e.g., 19VR,
20AR, and 22VM-VR).
On the contrary, when we look at the growth of Elif’s understanding from pretest to
weekly interview we see that the growth was not linear. This was similar to the findings of other
researchers who analyzed the growth of mathematical understanding (Borgen & Manu, 2002;
Martin, 2008; Nillas, 2010). For example, Elif’s folding back movement at the beginning of the
weekly interview (13VM-VR) paved the way for Elif to strengthen her understanding, in terms
of understanding the parameters of dilation by using the properties of previous transformations
and different representations.
We can see from the visual model in Figure 3 that much of Elif’s verbalizations and
actions were placed at the Formalising level throughout different interviews. If a student can
work at the Formalising level, this means that she has a formal understanding. However, Borgen
and Manu (2002) state those students may be observed to work at formal levels by using
algorithms, without understanding them, which may generate a disconnected mathematical
understanding. Our examples from the weekly interview and posttest interview demonstrate a
connected understanding, because Elif was able to move among representations at the
Formalising level, instead of using a formula in a routine manner. This finding supports
Warner’s (2008) study that showed that linking representations to each other (as one of the types
of student behavior in problem solving) occurred with a high frequency in the outer levels of
understanding. Therefore, teachers may design mathematical activities that require students to
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perform appropriate treatments and conversions, similar to the way that Elif engaged in different
understanding levels.
Mathematical Understanding and the Use of Different Representations
Throughout the results, we highlighted how Elif accessed different representations as she
explained her ideas about dilation. In some case, a representation presented by the teacher during
the lessons (e.g., 7PM-VR) or the interviewer during the interviews (e.g., 21VR), was the source
of an intervention (as defined by Pirie-Kieren). Some of these interventions enabled Elif to
express her ideas in different forms (for example, her verbal statements with the virtual
manipulative), and resulted in Elif’s growth of mathematical understanding. Her expressing
activities (as defined by Pirie-Kieren), showed that she could justify her understanding at
progressive levels (Borgen, 2006). Elif conceived dilation as something that can be expressed
with mathematical notations or symbols (e.g., 20AR and 21VR).
Elif’s engagement with different representations of the concept shows evidence of
effective use of multiple representations in which she carried out treatments (e.g., 7PM-VR and
9VM-VR) and conversions (e.g., 20AR and 21VR). Even (1998) suggests using multiple
representations in the carefully designed learning environments helps students to take advantage
of each representation because each representations shows the concept from a different
perspective. Students’ representational competence in problem solving is influenced by the
instruction they receive (Arcavi, 2005). The multi-representational approach Ms. Yilmaz
performed during the lessons seemed to allow Elif to establish connections among different
representations. Understanding the features and properties of dilation that remain invariant across
multiple representations helped Elif to “build a whole picture synergy of mathematical relations”
(Adu-Gyamfi & Bosse, 2014, p.1). In other words, we can state that Elif carried out a “cognitive
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coordination” (Duval, 2017, p. 73) between these representations and this coordination
progressed her mathematical understanding to the formal levels.
This study contributes to the research on multiple representations by considering one
student’s engagement in different representation systems with the help of virtual and physical
manipulatives. Our findings showed evidence of treatments and conversions when one student
was asked and allowed to make the choice of representation. Duval (2006, 2017) emphasized
that to overcome many difficulties students face in learning mathematics we should take into
account the treatments and conversions. Our mixed approach provided examples of how one
student employed different treatment and conversion transformations in understanding the
properties of dilation and passing the growth points of dilation (e.g., undefined motion, defined
motion) in mathematical understanding.
Conclusion
This study characterized the growth of Elif’s mathematical understanding about the
concept of dilation using the Pirie Kieren model with Duval’s Semiotic Representation Theory as
a lens for interpretation. Although it is a brief glimpse into one student’s mathematical growth, it
shows important ideas about how mathematical concepts may develop over time. The examples
of Elif’s engagement with different representations of dilation help to show how the interactions
with these representations played an important role in Elif expressing her mathematical ideas and
make mathematical connections. A remarkable volume of past research reveals some advantages,
disadvantages and difficulties, but the mathematics education community still needs
investigations that examine students’ interactions with multiple representations using qualitative
techniques (Dreher, Knutze, & Lerman, 2016; Moon et al., 2013). The complementary aspects of
two theories provided us with a powerful and holistic way to examine the growth of
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mathematical understanding and Elif’s way of mathematical thinking. This facilitated our work
in presenting a detailed analysis of one student’s understanding process. Considering the deep
analysis, we limited the number of participants and the study object (dilation). Further research is
encouraged to examine different mathematical learning contexts by using frameworks that
include these two theories.
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